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This Earth Day, the whole world is
watching Anglo American.

Don’t let them destroy Alaska’s wild salmon paradise.
On Earth Day, of all days, the British mining giant, Anglo American, is holding its annual shareholder meeting in
London. Anglo American and Northern Dynasty Minerals, its Canadian partner, are scheming to construct one of the
world’s largest copper and gold mines, the proposed Pebble Mine, in Alaska’s Bristol Bay watershed — where pristine
wild lands have sustained Native communities for thousands of years.
Imagine a pit two miles wide and 2,000 feet deep, and an underground mine a mile deep, at the headwaters of the
drainage system that feeds Bristol Bay itself. The mine would produce an estimated 10 billion tons of contaminated
waste. Imagine at least five dams — some taller than the Three Gorges Dam in China — that would be constructed to
contain the waste. Now imagine all this in an earthquake zone at the headwaters of the largest sockeye salmon run in
the world. The threat to Bristol Bay just below is unimaginable.
The plan is opposed by nearly 80% of Bristol Bay residents. The growing coalition to stop this disaster-in-the-making
is led by local associations of Native Village Corporations and Tribal Councils from around Bristol Bay. They’ve
partnered with commercial and recreational fishermen and conservation groups to protect the thousands of jobs and
hundreds of millions of dollars that come from Bristol Bay’s renewable economic engine — wild salmon.
Do Anglo American shareholders really want a share of this risk? Are they prepared for the years-long fight the
coalition will wage to stop the mine? Is this a sound financial investment?

The bottom line: The Pebble Mine will be a disaster for Anglo American.

Go to www.StopPebble.org and tell Anglo American to abandon Pebble Mine now.
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